M9085 MY FRIENDS NEED KILLING (USA, 1976)

Credits: director/writer, Paul Leder.
Cast: Greg Mullavey, Meredith MacRae, Clayton Wilcox, Carolyn Ames.
Summary: Horror film set in the contemporary U.S. Vietnam veteran Gene Kline (Mullavey) wakes from a nightmare one morning and decides to kill the members of his former platoon for their misdeeds (slaughtering Vietnamese villagers) in which he was an unwilling participant. Kline behaves like a schizophrenic. While he is away murdering his former buddies, his wife Laura (MacRae) solicits the help of a local psychiatrist. In the bizarre conclusion of the film, Kline murders his ex-sergeant, then helps the sergeant’s pregnant wife deliver her baby before hanging himself in the backyard.